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What is a Course Change Proposal?
Suppose you are a Computer Science professor here at CC.
-

You notice an increasing number of students interested in CS

-

You notice that Computational Thinking has an enrollment limit of 16 students

-

You do the math, and realize that there is plenty of space for 25 students each
block

What now?

You write up one of these:

Orange = Information generated by
Professor
Black = Information that exists in the
Banner database

Workflow for Course Change Proposals:

Workflow for Course Change Proposals:

Why Replace the Current System?
-

Current, strict formatting rules are hard-to-find and difficult to follow

-

Proposals require a lot of copy/pasting of pre-existing information

-

Risk of new course proposals coming in that contain outdated course info

-

Once a Proposal is submitted, it ends up “somewhere” in the workflow

-

Proposals aren’t in one organized place, and can get lost in inboxes

-

The Assistant to the COI must format all accepted proposals into one giant
document at the end of it all

Our Project
Our Idea: to build something that handles the creation and organization of
Course Change Proposals via dynamic forms and a user-hierarchy

Our Project: a web-app that provides a simple, clean, familiar format for
faculty to create, edit, and submit Course Change Proposals for approval
by the COI
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Our Project
Our Goals:
-

Build an application that could (potentially) be integrated with the CC
website

-

Address the unmet need of faculty with straight-forward forms and
clearly-labeled buttons

-

Allow faculty to create, download, and submit perfectly-formatted
Course Change Proposals

Clients - Dean Sandi Wong and COI
We met with Dean Sandi Wong in Week 3, and she was able to tell us a lot about the
existing Course Change Proposal system:
-

Showed us various properly-formatted Course Change Proposals

-

Explained differences between specific proposal types, such as a Crosslisting
Request and a Critical Perspective Designation Request

-

Highlighted difficulties with current process, such as compiling all Proposals

Dean Wong was also able to give us feedback on the features we had, our various
Workflow diagrams, and suggest further features, such as an “Ask Department
First!” reminder for faculty on the Remove Existing Course Proposal web page

Clients - Desires, Requirements, Use Cases
Our Client: the COI / all faculty at CC who create Course Change Proposals
Desires: a secure, functional, easy-to-follow, low-maintenance web-application
for generating correctly-formatted Course Change Proposal Word documents
Potential
Users:

-

Faculty, for creating/submitting Proposals

-

Head of Department, for approving/denying Proposals from Faculty

-

COI Divisional representative, for approving/denying Proposals from
Head of Departments

-

Assistant to the COI, for compiling all approved Proposals into final
Faculty Meeting Agenda

Proposal Types:
Add Course
Proposal

Revise Existing
Course Proposal

Drop Existing
Course Proposal

Add Critical
Perspective
Proposal
Add Major/Minor
Proposal
Revise
Major/Minor
Proposal

Feedback:
Request
Feedback on
Proposal

Give Feedback on
Proposal

Tools:

Hierarchy

Log In

Submit Proposal

Edit Proposals

View Submitted
Proposals

Download
Proposal
Word.docx

Approve
Submitted
Proposals

Download
Multi-Proposal
Word.docx

Deny Submitted
Proposals

Hit-by-a-bus:
Easily Rebuild via
Clear Project
Documentation

Well-Organized
Source Code

User Stories - Completed
-

Log In: As a faculty member, I want to be able to log in to the web app in order to use the web app.

-

Add Course Proposal: As a professor, I want to be able to propose a new course in order to add it to the
course catalog/schedule for registration.

-

Revise Existing Course Proposal: As a faculty member, I want to be able to revise any
course-related details for an existing course in order to keep the course details up-to-date.

-

Drop Existing Course Proposal: As a faculty member, I want to be able to drop an existing course
from the course catalog in order to keep students from registering for a course that is no longer offered.

-

Edit My Proposals: As a faculty member, I want to be able to edit an in-progress proposal in order to
make changes to it before submitting to my Head of Department.

-

Download My Proposals: As a faculty member, I want to be able to download a copy of my proposal
as a perfectly-formatted Word document in order to keep a copy of it.

User Stories - Not Completed
-

Submit Proposal: As a faculty member, I want to be able to submit a proposal for approval.

-

View Submitted Proposals: As a Head of Department/COI divisional representative, I want to be able
to view all submitted proposals from faculty members/Head of Departments.

-

Approve Proposals: As a Head of Department/COI divisional representative, I want to be able to approve
submitted proposals from faculty members/Head of Departments for further review by the COI.

-

Deny Proposals: As a Head of Department/COI divisional representative, I want to be able to deny
submitted proposals from faculty members/Head of Departments with feedback for them to consider revising.

-

Download Submitted Proposals: As a Head of Department/COI divisional representative, I want to
be able to download submitted proposals from faculty members/Head of Departments in order to keep a copy.

-

Download Multi-Proposal Document: As a Head of Department/COI divisional representative, I
want to be able to download multiple submitted proposals from faculty members/Head of Departments as one
Word document in order to keep a copy of the proposals.

Software Demo!

How it Works
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System File Structure:
classes -

User, Course, and Proposal class files

config -

files for setting up web hosting

databaseConnection - contains JAVA files for SQL updating
functions - non-class related functions
scripts -

contains scripts needed to setup/update server

tests -

contains all Test files for validating functionality

vendor -

contains all PHP dependencies

views -

contains actual HTML + PHP of webpages

index.php - the Master document for any web-app
composer.json and composer.lock - for managing PHP
dependencies

Set-Up - Where to Go + What to Do

● Source Code

● User Manual

● Readme

● Developer Guide
● Maintenance

Code Validation - Testing Strategy
As a web-based application, our project involves constant communication between
web pages and our MySQL database. It also involves a lot of string-parsing, as well as
text-box value retrieval. Our testing strategy was as follows:
-

Utilize Unit Testing for simple functions (i.e. text-box string/value retrieval, other
general functions)
Utilize Acceptance Testing for dynamic web page and database-related functions
(i.e. pages loading, buttons redirecting properly, text boxes + drop downs function,
form submission queries database, Home page updates via database)

Codeception is a testing framework for web-based projects that utilizes Unit Testing
and Acceptance Testing

Code Validation - Testing
Unit Tests:
-

Testing basic function input-output (i.e. converting a 0
from some DB variable into a related string value)
Ensuring text/data entered into dynamic forms was
received as expected (i.e. output == input)

Acceptance Tests:
-

All Pages Load and Display Correctly
All Buttons work and redirect properly
All Fields and Options can be filled out
All Forms can be filled out and submitted
All Form Submissions successfully query our DB, adding
the appropriate Proposal to our table
All New Proposals are loaded onto Home page

Client needs | Deliverables
A streamlined and easy to navigate platform for formatting, submitting, compiling and
approving course change proposals.

Our Team - Planning, Coordination, Communication
Planning:
-

Met every morning to divide up work for the day and discuss latest progress
Made sure that we were all on the same page before determining what to do next
Set some deadlines, though possibly could have been stricter

Communication:
-

Kept in touch via email and text
Would use GitHub Issues in the future to keep track of everyone’s work

Coordination:
-

Put together update-presentations as a team, always met 45 minutes early to prepare
Managed to meet up to work as a team most afternoons

Our Team - Hindsight and Challenges
Hindsight:
-

We wish we could have delivered more high-level user functionality
We would have set stricter, more specific deadlines to push us along

Challenges:
-

Waiting for email responses on the Block Plan is tough
Bugs, cross-platform dependencies, PHP extensions, server configuration
Server Deployment - a combination of bugs and email responses made this difficult

Knowing what we know now, if we could start the block over again, we would
set much more specific deadlines for ourselves to avoid getting stuck in
server-configuration/extension/platform-dependency/bug purgatory.
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Compromises
Features over deployment
In the first half of week three, we stopped focusing on web server
deployment to focus on features which we could show our client from our
locally hosted development environments.

Compromises
Testing over features
In the second half of week three, we began working on our testing
framework, rather than implementing additional features.

What We Learned
- Web server setup and management
- PHP, HTML, CSS
- Unit/Acceptance testing with Codeception
- Source Code Management and Version Control
- Experience with AGILE software development

Thank you!
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